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1 of 1 review helpful Another intriguing storyline By KLH Everything Harper Bliss writes has a different twist to it 
Her work is not the standard lesfic romance In this novel the two protagonists break up over the issue of children The 
book is devoted to their paths after the breakup They both meet other women who meet some of their needs but they 
are not completely fulfilled by these other women Eventually they recon Leigh Sterling and Jodie Whitehouse share a 
deep love and extreme passion in the bedroom But when Jodie rsquo s desire for a child becomes inevitable it clashes 
with Leigh rsquo s career ambitions as well as with her lack of maternal instinct and forces them apart They go 
through life separately and as years go by their attempts at other relationships fail to measure up to the power of the 
union they once shared When they see each other again eleven years after t 
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